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Data obtained from the Digital Flight Data Recorder System of
B 727 aircraft in 985 flights and 1765 hours of airline revenue
operations are presented as an extension of the work documented in
Volume I of this report. Data on conditions with flap deployment
and autopilot use are given. In addition, acceleration statistics
are presented from about 26 hours on nonrevenue flights. No
discussion of the data is presented.
INTRODUCTION
This document presents the results of the NASA DVGH Program
obtained during 1978-1980 operations of Boeing 727 aircraft. This
Volume is an extension of the work and methods documented in Volume
I. The data reduction analysis and methods and data presentation
are essentially the same as those reported in Volume I. However,
this report does contain additional data on autopilot usage and




The aircraft type was the Boeing 727-200 with three Pratt and
Whitney JTSD-15 turbofan engines. Characteristics of the aircraft
used in the data reduction process are given in Table I; the
configuration is shown in figure i.
Instrumentation
The data were obtained from the Digital Flight Data Recorder
system described in Volume I. Measurements were:
Parameter






Ranqe and Units SamDl@s per Second
-3g to +6g 4
-ig to +ig 4
i00 to 450 kts 1
-I,000 to 50,000 ft 1
-5 ° to 60 ° 1
Off or Not-Off Discrete
0 to ~ 15 psia 1
Note that Spoiler data are not reported here, although they
were in Volume I. Flap deflection (FLP) is for the inboard right
trailing-edge flap as shown in figure i. The cabin pressure data




Data were collected from up to 20 aircraft operating in
regular airline service over the service area, shown in figure 2,
during 1978 through 1980: Almost all of the data (985 flights and
1765 hours) were obtained during passenger-carrying revenue
service; a small amount (64 flights and 25.9 hours) was obtained
during nonrevenue service (ferry flights mainly, although some
training and maintenance flights may have been included). Due to
operational difficulties, it was not practical to obtain continuous
data from one aircraft as in Volumes I and II; it was therefore
decided to obtain the data from any of the twenty 727-200 aircraft
being operated by the airline over the service route during the 22
months of the test.
DATA REDUCTION PROCESS
The Data Reduction Process is basically the same as described
in Volume I. The filter used to separate maneuver and gust
accelerations was similar to that described in Volume I except that
the high limit of the band pass was set at 1.5 Hz based on an
inspection of representative spectra. Although the results of
reference 13 in Volume I indicate that the operation of the
autopilot can cause up to a 20 percent reduction in the normal
acceleration peak response to continuous turbulence, it was
decided, after consultation with the industry, not to account for
this in deriving Ude, in order to maintain comparability with the
earlier VGH results, even though the autopilot status was being
monitored.
RESULTS
Flight and Acceleration Derived Statistics
Presentation of Flight Profile Statistics results is as
described in Volume II. Flight Profile Statistics are given in
Percent of Time, and as Maximum Values on a Percent of Flight basis
for Entire Flights (flaps up or down) and for Flaps Deflected. For
operations reported in this volume, the conditions existing at flap
retraction after lift-off, and the conditions existing at flap
deflection before landing are given.
Acceleration Derived Statistics are also presented as in
Volume I, except that with Flaps Deflected, the maximum an per
flight and the Equivalent Airspeed occurring are presented for the
various flap detents in take off and landing. Also new are level
crossing counts for the Acceleration Derived quantities for non-
revenue flights. All other results are for revenue flights. The
Acceleration Derived quantities are subject to the Same limitations
discussed in Volume I, which indicates that the exceedances derived
from the DFDR system at 4 samples per second may be significantly
less than if actual peak values were counted.
The detailed Flight Profile and Acceleration Derived Statis-
tics are given in figures 3 through 24, as shown in Table II. No
discussion of the data is presented.
Autopilot Usage and Effects
Autopilot status was monitored as off, or on, without regard
to the exact on-mode for 223 hours of operations. The autopilot
was on about 56 percent of the time; 23.7 percent of the time that
the autopilot was on, the low amplitude limit cycle in normal
acceleration noted in Volumes I and II appeared. Its character-
istics are summarized in figure 25. This phenomenon is believed
to be due to off-nominal autopilot operation in the altitude-hold
mode and is more fully discussed in Volumes I and II.
Cabin Pressure
Absolute cabin pressure was measured and used to compute the
quantity "Maximum Differential Cabin Pressure per Flight" by using
the measured absolute cabin pressure and the standard atmosphere
based on the indicated pressure altitude. The distribution of this
quantity as a function of the percent of flights is shown in figure
26.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Data obtained from the Digital Flight Data Recorder system of
B 727-200 aircraft in 985 flights and 1765 hours of airline revenue
operations are presented as an extension of the work documented in
Volume I of this report. Some new data on conditions with flap
deployment and autopilot usage are given. In addition, accelera-
tion statistics are presented from about 26 hours on nonrevenue
flights. No general discussion of the data is presented.
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TABLE I
BOEING B 727 CHARACTERISTICS USED IN THE ANALYSIS
O Geometrical Characteristics
o Wing Area = 1560 ft 2
o Wing Mean Chord = 15.06 ft
O
o
Lift Curve Slope CL_ per degree
o Flaps up = f(M,HP)
M HP = 0 20 kft 40 kft
.2 .0980 .0980 .0980
.4 .0920 .0975 .I010
.5 .0890 .0965 .1025
.6 .0870 .0978 .1050
.7 .0845 .0990 .ii00
.8 - .1040 .1185
.9 - .1150 .1325
o Flaps down






Weight was computed linearly with time from takeoff to landing
as described in Appendix C in Volume I.
TABLE II
















Weight vs. Flight Duration





Weights, Altitudes and Airspeeds
Flap Deflection Times
Equivalent Airspeeds and Detents

















13 Normal Acceleration Exceedances
(a) an matrix 42
(b) a_ matrix 43
(c) anG matrix 44
(d)-(m) an, a_, anG plots 45-54
14 Lateral Acceleration Exceedances
(a) ay matrix 55
(b)-(k) ay plots 56-65
15 U_ Exceedances
(a) Ude matrix 66
(b)- (k) Ude plots 67-76
16 Peak Positive and Negative a n vs. Altitude
(a) a n matrix 77
(b)-(k) a n plots 78-87
17 Peak Positive and Negative a_ vs. Altitude
(a) a_ matrix 88
(b)-(k) a_ plots 89-98



























22 Normal Acceleration Exceedances
(a) an matrix
(b) a_ matrix
(c) a n matrix
(d)-(m) an, a_, a n plots
23 Lateral Acceleration Exceedances
(a) ay matrix
(b)- (k) ay plots
Ude Exceedances
(a) U_ matrix













a n Exceedances with Flaps Deflected
(a) Take Off Detents matrix 121
(b) Take Off Detents plot 122
(c) Landing Detents matrix 123
(d) Landing Detents plot 124
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o Flap increases more than 18°
O
0
o Flap increases more than 23 °
















Flap increases more than 35°




Time before touchdown that flap is changed, minutes
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